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Thank you Dr Angela Fenwick!
September 2020
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Welcome...
When I was reminded that this would be the last letter I would write for
“Artspeak” as your CEO, I must say, it actually caused my tears to flow.
What wonderful years these have been and how immensely I have valued
and been enriched by every moment. We have shared up’s and down’s,
we have argued and come together again, but above all, we have known
the wonderful experience of the power of the arts to heal and restore.
As a music therapist for almost 58 years, I have had the immense
privilege of relationships with very wonderful people – people who have
experienced sorrow and pain in their lives, but who have at the same
time been willing to enter into a bond of mutual trust with me, in their
music therapy sessions. Together we have tried to explore the dark
valleys which life can present to us. Together we have rejoiced when we
have climbed the hills to their summits, whether in youth or in old age.
None of this would have been possible without the enormous support
and encouragement which I have had from fellow therapists, from
patrons, trustees, members of the administration staff; from parents,
professional colleagues from all walks of life throughout so many
countries – from everyone who has shared the journey with me. I
include in this list my parents when they were alive and also my beloved
husband, Peter, who supported BCAT so loyally and only occasionally
asked: “You are back late tonight, Love…Another BCAT meeting?!” You have
all made my life so wonderful, with your love, wisdom and forbearance –
I could go on forever (and usually do!).
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Hopefully, I will not be saying a full “Goodbye!”. I have been honoured
to be invited to remain in a new role as President – as someone put
it – “The Face of BCAT”. I will be able to represent BCAT whenever the
occasion demands and also hopefully continue to be involved in fundraising, sharing ideas and meeting people who can assist BCAT on its
road to future glories.
I leave BCAT with so many thanks for all of you with whom I have
been privileged to share the road we have travelled together, without
whose support and loyalty BCAT would have stumbled and fallen. My
gratitude to you all is unbounded. I wish all of you the very best in the
future and hope that you will, in your own ways, find the things you seek,
surrounded by each other’s mutual concern and care.
My wish is that all of you will continue to find in this charity the
opportunities to love and serve which I have found – and hope to
continue to do in the future. Please do contact me whenever you think I
can be of help, whatever the future may hold for any of us at this strange
time. Don’t forget - BCAT is unique and is a heritage which must last
for many years to come!
God bless,
Angela
BCAT The Friends Institute, 220 Moseley Road, Highgate, Birmingham B12 0DG
t: 0121 440 8273 e:talktous@bcat.info www.bcat.info
Registered Charity Number: 1051578 Company Limited by Guarantee: No: 5347772
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A message from our Trustees

Angela Fenwick has announced that she is retiring from BCAT after 26 years at the end of September
as CEO. Beginning on a very small scale, Angela has overseen BCAT’s development into the thriving
organisation it is today.
Because of various economic pressures on the charity sector, BCAT has had its up and downs over its
lifetime. Some of these I have shared with Angela. However, Angela‘s determination to ensure the success
of BCAT kept the charity alive. It is very pleasing that Angela’s efforts were worthwhile. Her fundraising
efforts allowed the charity to offer free or heavily subsidised therapy sessions to deserving cases.
Angela has built up an enviable reputation in the Arts Therapies sector. Consequently, she has been able
to attract highly qualified therapists to offer their therapy services to the organisation. She has been able
to give talks to national audiences as well as bringing BCAT to the attention to international bodies.
We have been able to count Angela as a friend as well as a highly motivated professional. We are
impressed by her kindness to everyone she comes in to contact with as well as the heavy workload
she has imposed on herself. We are pleased that despite her relinquishing the position of CEO, Angela
will continue to have a role in BCAT. She will continue to have responsibility for fundraising. She has
also accepted the position of President of BCAT. As President, Angela will be able to use her talents in
representing BCAT nationally.
Angela has made a unique contribution to BCAT. We wish Angela both happiness in her semi-retirement
and good luck in her new roles.
BCAT Trustees
Dr Jane Clark,Wendy Cox, Peter Cornell (Chair)

Welcome to new staff
We would like to welcome two new members to the BCAT team.

DAWN DURRENT BMus (hons), MMus, MA Music Therapy, NMT
HCPC Registered Music Therapist, NMT is BCATs new Clinical Lead
REBECCA FELLOWS BA (hons) Fine Art and Trainee Art Therapist is BCATs new Support
Officer
We will be hearing more from Dawn and Rebecca in future
editions of artSPeak. We wish Dawn and Rebecca the very best as we enter into
a new phase of BCATs history.
We would also like to say a big thank you to Tony Nicholls for everything he
has done as a Trustee of BCAT and wish him a
happy and healthy retirement.
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A tribute to a remarkable lady!
As we say farewell to
Dr Angela Fenwick
we thought we would
mark this occassion
with a quick insight
into a remarkable
career.
Angela is first and foremost a
professional music therapist.
A position to which she has
dedicated 58 years of her life
. She has been CEO of BCAT
since its conception in 1993.
BCAT was set up by Angela to
provide an accessible arts therapies,
and arts in health and wellbeing
service throughout the Midlands.
Over the last 26 years BCAT has
assisted thousands of children and
adults with mental health, physical,
behavioural or emotional issues
with arts therapies, and has worked
closely throughout the community
across Birmingham and the West
Midlands and Internationally, to
support the health and wellbeing of
citizens using art, dance, drama, music
and play – all under the leadership of
Angela.
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A highly experienced and respected music therapist who is still practising,
Angela was awarded a doctorate for her research in 2015 at the age of
74. Angela is held with much respect in the arts therapies academic circles
and has been instrumental in shaping provision in this country. Angela has
lectured on music therapy across the world by invitation.
Angela’s achievements are too numerous to list here but we know it is
because of Angela that BCAT is a successful grassroots charity putting people
first and improving the lives of many. Angela is a consummate professional.
She is dedicated and committed, always putting people’s welfare before
herself. Often this has been to the detriment of Angela’s financial position
– having re-mortgaged her home on two occasions in order to keep BCAT
afloat during the financial downturn – an effect that Angela is still dealing
with today. However, it is the provision an accessible and affordable service
to prospective clients that far outweighs financial concerns for Angela.
Angela has always been very much embedded in accessible provision
of mental and physical health services that are an alternative to medical
intervention. Back in 1993, Angela was overwhelmed by the lack of
alternative therapy for those with mental and physical health issues who
were generally treated by medication. At the time, BCAT was a completely
unique centre in the whole of the UK offering affordable and subsidised
arts therapies. Clients were referred from mental health homes, probation
services, day centres and GP’s amongst others.

It is thanks to Angela’s commitment to the cause that BCAT is still a unique
centre in the UK offering arts therapies and arts in health and wellbeing
services. Angela worked very closely with Birmingham City Council’s Virtual
School – providing an arts therapies service for looked after children.
She has also worked on a Lottery funded project with local schools that
is offering free arts therapies and language development for immigrant
children who have trauma issues and English as an Additional Language
needs – getting them into a better emotional state so they can feel settled
within their communities.
Without Angela, many people who are off the statutory services radar will
not be receiving help. BCAT was, and is, a sanctuary for many people. It
is a place where differences are cast aside and people can be themselves
whether this is in an arts therapies capacity or through one of BCATs
community workshops. No one is ever turned away. Angela has created
an organisation that has set standards in arts therapies provision. She has
worked tirelessly in securing hundreds of thousands of pounds in order for
BCAT to maintain its work over the years.
Angela continues to work at full capacity, juggling full time at BCAT;
continuing to work with clients as a music therapist; educating the next
generation of arts therapies professionals through music experientials;
lecturing; delivering concerts for the community and working with the
church and the community in Kidderminster - until now, at the age of 79.
Dr Fenwick has received recognition from:
The Beacon Prize – Highly Commended 2003
NMHE Positive Practice Award 2003
Angela has lectured all over the world and contributed/ written many
Music Therapy papers for publications/ international and world congresses.
She has presented in:
Europe: England, France, Germany, Berlin, Portugal, Austria, Holland,
Belgium, Jugoslavia
U.S.A. Utah (University)
South America: Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Peru
Africa: South Africa (University of Cape Town)
Australia: Sydney, Adelaide, Melbourne
Japan: Tokyo, Kyoto, Hiroshima
Everyone involved in BCAT wishes Angela the very best in her new
position at BCAT as President, and a very happy retirement.

Thank you from the bottom of our

hearts for everything you are and have
achieved for many colleagues and
clients.

Unfortunately due to COVID19 we can not have the mass celebration for
Angela that we wanted. This has been postponed until 2021. Further details
will be published at a later date.
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THE BCAT ART GALLERY
This issue is dedicated to Angela - so it is only fair we
take a look back at Angela in action over the years!

...from therapies, to concerts, to gala
evenings to meetings - Angela has been
at the centre of BCAT since 1993!
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Real people, real stories

A Music Therapy client of Dr. Angela Fenwick

Juliet Guest, widow of Michael Guest talks
about how music therapy helped Michael
overcome his diagnosis under Angela’s therapy
“It was a body blow when Michael was diagnosed with Alzheimers on top of
his Mylodysplasia. He was weakening physically and his fine mind was also
under threat.
By great good fortune I sat opposite a young music therapist at a Christmas
lunch. I knew of their work from my days running a special unit for young
children and took heart from learning from her that she was working with
older people in a care home amongst other things.
It wasn’t long before I made contact with Angela at BCAT and we enrolled
for an hour’s session each week. Michael was a gifted amateur pianist. He
had played since his childhood. His grandmother’s house was bombed three
times but her piano survived unscathed!
It was a thirty minute drive from our home in Walsall to BCAT in Moseley
Road. I could see at once that Michael enjoyed the drive through Brum. By
this time his life was one round of hospital visits with forays to our local shop.
He had loved his life on a high intellectual plain. Apart from a degree in
modern languages and a career in plastics and office equipment, he was a
Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, a member if the Sundial Society and
a Life Member of the British Society of Dowsers. He ran the West Midland
Dowsers and corresponded worldwide.

Michael’s mylodysplasia inevitably
became aggressive leukemia and his
days were numbered. The end came
swiftly but until the last week or so
he had benefitted hugely from the
music therapy and Angela’s exceptional gifts. She appreciated his wit,
however sardonic and enfolded him
with so much love and enthusiasm
that he had to respond and enjoy
her company. Music therapy was
the one provision that enhanced his
life when everything else had faded
away.
I wish that every Alzheimer sufferer
who is musical could benefit
from a BCAT therapist
in the way that
Michael did.

By the time we met Angela I was finding it very difficult to bring interest or stimulation into his daily life. Speech therapy had proved
an ordeal because of the other dementia sufferers, in spite of
the heroic efforts of the therapist.
Michael had stopped playing the piano at home but he responded
immediately to Angela’s encouragement and buoyant personality. I
wept to see him stretch out his arms and use the whole keyboard. At
last he could enjoy his love of Chopin with another gifted pianist.
Our day at BCAT was the “happy” day in the week. While Michael played
and chatted to Angela I had a very peaceful 45 minutes upstairs unwinding.
Caring for Michael involved me in a 24-hour struggle to respond to all his
needs. My 45 minutes was truly appreciated!
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BCAT TV Launch
We now have our own youtube TV Channel!

BCAT TV will be a place
where children of all ages can
log in and learn to have some
creative fun though art, dance,
drama, music and play!

From art classes to yoga - BCAT TV will bring you new monthly workshops to get those little ones
active and happy!
Thank you to volunteer Leeloo for creating our jingle and opening titles and to all the fantastic
facilitators who are working to bring some fun to young lives!

Click the link below to access BCATTV and don’t forget to
subscribe!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5Z5GcSr5pP_uI_
EXwaxmUg?view_as=subscriber
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It has been an immensely difficult
period for us as a charity. We have
had to find new ways to adapt
services in a way that works for all
parties. This can be difficult when
providing arts therapies because
some clients with severe mental
health needs just do not have
the capacity and understanding
when providing virtual services. It
has been a challenge in balancing
everyone’s needs, including the
needs of the therapists who
cannot or prefer not to work
virtually.
Our physical arts in health work
has been postponed until it is safe
for all to return to a group setting
- apart from our recent work at
Wilson Lodge. We are also at the
mercy of the Libraries as a lot of
our community work takes place
here. Until they re-open we are
unable to run any workshops
and are assisting their online
support. We have also found that
many charitable groups are not
returning to normal services just
yet, which again impacts on our
service delivery. It is a period of
uncertainty and no one has any
real idea of when they can resume.
Because we are predominantly
outreach orientated our work
depends on others ability to
provide safe spaces to run
therapies/ workshops.
This has however given us the
opportunity to reassess all of our
working practices and update our
5 year Business Plan. This will see
BCAT in a stronger position in the
future. We were able to complete
all individual risk assessments of
our ‘staff’ to ensure they are able
to return to physical work safely,
and risk assessments of clients/
referrers.

•

BCAT COVID-19
update

We produced a Moving Forward document that
assesses risk and ensures safe working environments
according to government restrictions and the relevant
professional bodies including HCPC. We started
weekly arts therapists support groups to discuss online techniques available for clients; sessions for mutual
emotional support for therapists; training sessions for
students
•
We moved all arts in health work to Facebook so
those with internet can access workshop ideas/ advice etc
•
We run weekly music workshops every Thursday
for clients of STEP ON, in conjunction with other
charities including Memory Café
•
Personal support for those in distress is
immediately available by telephone to a BCAT member of
staff, if needed.
•
We were asked by a couple of Birmingham libraries
to provide online art workshops, that were subsequently
sent out to all libraries in Birmingham for them to use
and have been greatfully received
•
We produced supportive documents including a
Soothing Pack and a Right Support document and has
been widely circulated to over 2439 people from an initial
50 requests
•
We jointly produced a Calming Pack on the request
of Fircroft College for Asylum Seekers and Refugees
•
Many referrals of new clients have been received
and have been activated either through virtual means or
as appropriate.
•
Contact has been maintained with the carers of all
clients in their lock-down situations to support the clients
themselves and their parents / staff members via Skype/
Zoom/ WhatsApp.
•
Free on-line training from outside providers
has been accessed and undertaken by our ‘staff’ and
volunteers including a Bereavement Course for Therapists,
access to NCFE training courses and Open University and
Safeguarding courses
•
We continue to respond directly with C-19 calls
and signposting on to other services that BCAT cannot
provide
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BCAT News
BCAT reopens for business!
BCAT will return to their offices on Monday 7 September. We
have met with the facilities management and there are a number of
COVID19 prevention measures in place including track and trace,
one way systems, masks in public areas, hand sanitizing stations and
cleaning. It is envisaged that we will recommence therapy sessions
from MONDAY 14 SEPTEMBER.
New Clinical Lead
As we say goodbye to Angela,with Liz following in November we
recently carried out a series of interviews for a Clinical Lead post.
We have now appointed and are currently sor ting out details. More
information will be released shor tly.
Welcome to Rebecca - new Support Officer
Rebecca is settling in amazingly well as our new Suppor t Officer,
and also doing a grand job. Rebecca is currently focussing on
referral admin, the launch of BCAT TV and running the new social
media strategies we are implementing, as well as other work around
risk assessments and contracts. Rebecca is also looking after all
volunteer requirements so please contact her on rebeccafellows@
bcat.info.
Move to Wheeley’s Road, Edgbaston
Some of you will be very pleased to hear that our move to
Wheeley’s Road is happening! The legal information is just being
debated with the solicitors so we are hoping that this moves very
quickly so we can be in the new building by the winter. The building
needs a complete overhaul as we create beautiful airy therapy
rooms and it is now that we are putting out a call for help!
If you can help us with the following then please let Richard know:
Painting and decorating
Moving out of BCAT (need a car or van)
Donations of paint
Carpentry
Help with finding good quality second hand office furniture
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Tutored workshops coming soon
As a widening of BCAT services, we will be launching
our very own tuition based workshops shor tly.
Adults and children will be able to receive exper t
tuition in Ar t, Drama and Dance Lessons for as little as
£30 for 5 week courses, and music tuition from £15ph
and Yoga for £25 for 5 weeks.
We will also be star ting a Baby and Toddler Creative
play group. It is hoped that as soon as we move to
Wheeley’s Road we can start to implement these
services.
Positive Feedback always greatly received!
We wanted to pass on some fantastic feedback we
received in relation to the Healthy Through the Arts
project. from Birmingham City Council’s Commissioning
team.
‘Im very pleased to announce you have been rated as
GREEN for your quarter return.
Your diverse activities and change of business delivery has
been exceptional.
All examples and case studies were simply brilliant and
show good outcomes for Birmingham Citizens.
Please continue the good work and commitment you have
demonstrated thus far.’
Quaced Hussain, Commissioning Officer, Birmingham
City Council
We would like to thank everyone who has been
involved in delivering for the HTA project – your
professionalism is exceptional and thank you for
representing BCAT so well out there.
We still have therapy places available for clients. Please
call the office.
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Arts in Health workshops
We are now accepting bookings for our free ar ts in
health and wellbeing workshops.
It may well be January before we get back to resuming a
full service, however we are now considering COVID19
friendly small group requests.
Volunteer Development Meetings
Volunteer meetings for new volunteers will
recommence on Wednesday 7 October via Zoom.
All new volunteers will need to attend a meeting so
please contact Rebecca - rebeccafellows@bcat.info
Social Media gets a kick start!
Our new social media strategies kicked off on
September 1. There will be lots of interesting ar ticles,
research and things of interest so log on and get clicking
and sharing!
Facebook @BirminghamCAT (page) and https://www.
facebook.com/groups/9903316258 for the group - join
up!
Twitter @mailbcat
Pinterest.co.uk/BCATBirmingham
Instagram @bcat_info
BCATtv – https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC5Z5GcSr5pP_uI_EXwaxmUg/featured
Blogging our way through
We are always looking for interesting ar ticles to post up
to our blog and to be used through our social media.
This is your oppor tunity to tell your experiences of
BCAT, of ar ts therapies, of volunteering, of working in
arts in health.
Please send through your shor t ar ticles to
richardmole@bcat.info
Read the blog at:
https://www.bcat.info/life-in-ar ts-therapy---the-bcatblogstop
Fundraising
We raised £195 over 3 car boots over summer.
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Thank you to all our volunteers:
who donate their time for free to
support our work
Amber Pickford-Perry
Amira Kazzi
Ana Lau Neve
Alana Harrison
Alex Stevenson
Angeletta Walker
Bella Connolly
Claire Roberts
Charlotte Callaghan
Daisy Nash
Damian Hursey
Emily Dore
Erin Connolly
Elena Pers
Esme Munro
Heidi Mobbs
Ellie Payton
George Lapidakis
Holly Cookson
Jacqueline Stevenson
Lucy Hopllingworth
Marayam Elbanna
Megan Wilson
Melody Madourie
Natalie Morrison
Naomi Thompson
Natasha May Allen
Serena Jenkins
Sophie McKinney
Natacha Ashman
Nimra Ali
Paul Nokes
Porscha Jordan-Gilfillan
Patrick Enright
Symrun Sanghera
Shiyu Cheng
Saida Vedasto
Victoria Firkins

BCAT Projects
What is available?

• 12 weeks free arts
therapies programme with
qualified professional arts
therapists
• Up to 5 free arts in health
and well-being workshops
for CVS
contact talktous@bcat.info for details
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BCAT’s design service
DO YOU NEED A GRAPHIC DESIGNER OR LOOKING FOR
COMMUNITY ART PROJECTS?

WE CAN HELP YOU
HELP US!
We understand that paying for graphic designers can often cut into
budgets. For a very competitive rate, we can supply our own fully
qualified graphic designer to assist you with any of your graphic
design needs.
Our graphic designer has over 10 years experience and has
worked on a variety of CVS and corporate projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOGOS
ADVERTISEMENTS
BRANDING
BROCHURE DESIGN
FLYER DESIGN
EVENT POSTERS
SIGNAGE
NEWSLETTERS
COMMISSIONS
TYPOGRAPHY
MURIEL’S
STREET ART
EXHIBITION STAND DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION
PHOTOGRAPHY
WEB DESIGN

YOU CAN BE ASSURED THAT ALL MONIES RAISED
WILL BE HELPING BCAT PROVIDE ITS SERVICES
AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS.

CALL US ON:
t: 0121 472 8890
e: talktous@bcat.info
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Corporate training days

From as little as £50 BCAT can educate and inform!
Our interactive training days are designed to educate, experience and inform on the
techniques that therapists use in each discipline to address their clients needs. These
techniques can be used in any situation that requires a greater understanding of how the arts
enhances behaviour and performance.
BCAT is able to host these training days in our own fully equipped studios or in the comfort of
your own workspace. Any combination of the disciplines - art, dance, drama and music - can be
selected for the half day session, or, if you are looking to run a half day session only, it is possible
to arrange for the 4 experiential sessions to run concurrently.

Events and courses
BCAT provides educational courses to promote
further involvement in arts therapies & arts in health
Our foundation courses are designed to give you a taster and further information, and an
understanding on working in arts therapies/ arts in health before you commit to studying for
qualifications or changing career. Courses are also designed to give a deeper understanding on how
arts therapies/ arts in health techniques can be applied to your day to day work.
ART 		

TBC

DANCE

5, 12 Oct (2 weeks)

DRAMA

19, 26 Oct (2 weeks)

MUSIC

2, 9, 16, 23 Nov (4 weeks)

AIH Intro

21, 28 Sep (2 weeks)

£40 for 2 week courses
£80 for 4 week courses
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Structure,
Governance and
Management
What is BCAT?

The Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT)
was set up in 1993 to provide an accessible arts
therapies service throughout the Midlands. Arts
therapists work with both children and adults who
have a wide range of needs, such as those arising
from emotional, behavioural or mental health
problems and effects of stress and trauma.
BCAT allows people the chance to explore these
difficulties, no matter what they may be, in a safe
environment with a registered therapist who has
been trained to offer support or encouragement.
for those needing assistance
• arts therapies sessions with a professional
registered therapist
• subsidised arts therapies sessions if BCAT
funding available
• free arts in health sessions with experienced
arts professionals
for referral agencies
• arts therapists to assist your organisation with
clients suffering from any form of behavioural,
emotional, social or mental health issue
• one to one or group sessions
• arts in health session leaders
for students and volunteers
• a resource centre, library and teaching
establishment for the training, education and
support of professionals and carers
• volunteer staff development programme,
including regular professional supervision
• events and training courses for all those
interested in arts therapies and arts in health
We are always in need of funding and looking for
volunteers.
We would like to thank all those who have donated,
funded and supported us.
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Patrons			
Lord Howarth of Newport
			
Lord Hunt of Kings Heath
				
Prof. Dhruva Mistry
				
Sir Simon Rattle CBE
Trustees			
Dr. Jane Clarke
Acting Chair			
Peter Cornell
				Wendy Cox
Treasurer			
Peter Cornell
CEO				
Dr. Angela Fenwick
Deputy CEO			
Richard Mole
Referral Manager		
Elizabeth Beech
Finance Manager		
Mark Driver
			
Board of Management Members include the above and:
Services User Representatives - Margaret Candlish;
Philip King; Christine Wadeley; Rita Sullivan

Our offices are located near the city centre
5 minutes walk from Joseph Chamberlain College
1 minute from Highgate Fire Station
On the 50 bus route - Moseley Road stop
Limited parking available
Contact
Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT)
The Friends Institute
220 Moseley Road
Highgate
Birmingham
B12 0DG
t: 0121 440 8273
e: talktous@bcat.info
www.bcat.info
Registered Charity No. 1051578
Company Limited by Guarantee No. 5347772

